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ABSTRACT
Hypermedia documents are most often created with a par-
ticular presentation environment in mind. This requires
the authoring of one document per presentation platform.
As pointed out in [3], much implementation effort can be
avoided by specifying how the same underlying document
can be presented in different environments. A style sheet de-
fines a mapping from a source document to a presentation
for it. We discuss the existing use of style sheets as applied
to text and discuss their application to the case of hyperme-
dia, and in particular how they need to be extended.
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1 INTRODUCTION
From an abstract point of view, style sheets specify the map-
ping of a model describing the logical structure of the docu-
ment onto an output model. The output model may also be a
logical structure model, or may describe a presentation struc-
ture. For the example of page-based documents, such as tra-
ditional print or HTML, a clear abstraction of a presentation
structure has been developed. The Document Style Seman-
tics and Specification Language (DSSSL [1]), for example,
uses an output model based on a sequence of pages, consist-
ing of columns, headers and footers, etc. This abstraction
allows the specification of style sheets which map a variety
of logical document models (including encyclopedia, novels,
articles and letters) onto the same presentation structure.

Style sheets for traditional printed documents associate in-
dividual document structures with presentation attributes of
the medium such as font type, character style and font size,
and also describe aspects inherent to the presentation struc-
ture, such as page size, margins and headers. Style sheets
are also being developed for HTML documents on the World
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Wide Web. The Web’s Cascading Style Sheet mechanism
(CSS1 [2]) allows for application of multiple style sheets to
the same document. E.g. a user may choose to partially
override the default style sheet provided by the author of an
HTML page. HTML is an extension of text including an-
chors and links, and as such CSS1 extends the style sheet
options to include the visual styles of anchors.

In order to take style definitions further for application to hy-
permedia we need to include not only the anchor and linking
aspects of hypertext, but also the structural and scheduling
aspects of multimedia. The most important of these is the
temporal specification of the document, given that spatial as-
pects have been partially addressed for the text case in terms
of pages.

To illustrate possible uses of a hypermedia style sheet we
present a simple scenario. A document describing a slide
show as an ordered collection of slides may be presented
in several ways. For example, each slide can be presented
for a fixed time interval (e.g. 10 seconds). Here the style
sheet need only associate a duration with each slide. An al-
ternative manner of presentation is that the slide is left on
display until the user selects a link to the following slide.
Here the style sheet has to specify the addition of a hyper-
link for each slide plus some means of activating the link,
for example introducing a “next” text button. For a more ad-
vanced audience the author may wish that a number of slides
are skipped, or the ordering changed. The style sheet would
specify the structural changes and the output document could
then be given presentation characteristics by either of the
previous two style sheets.

2 STYLE SHEETS FOR HYPERMEDIA DOCUMENTS

To generate a presentation, a mapping from a hypermedia
document onto a presentation needs to be specified. This
mapping includes the specification of media specific charac-
teristics, anchor presentation properties, structural transfor-
mations, temporal and spatial alignment, and environment
characteristics.

In our view one of the interesting aspects of this conver-
sion describes the precise temporal scheduling of the media
items. In more adaptive systems, this conversion might also
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include information about how to adapt to user characteris-
tics (e.g. level of expertise) or changing system resources
(e.g. network bandwidth). The hypermedia style sheet could
be used to indicate how to deal with a limited amount of re-
sources (by specifying alternatives or QoS negotiation pro-
tocols) on different platforms, making the document source
independent of platform specific details.

Another important aspect we wish to emphasize is the use of
style sheets for structural conversions. Apart from the exam-
ples sketched in the above scenario, such conversions could
include automatic generation of an index or table of contents.

A hypermedia style sheet language must combine a powerful
query language with a sufficiently rich model of the presen-
tation environment. A style sheet must be able to query both
the document structure as well as (parts of) the individual
media components in the source document. The presentation
environment model needs to include the aspects mentioned
above: media specific characteristics, possible anchor visu-
alizations, and allowable temporal and spatial alignments.
CSS1 [2] does not qualify as a hypermedia style sheet lan-
gage because it does not support structural transformations.
Additionally, since temporal structures are absent in HTML,
these are also not accounted for. DSSSL [1], however, is a
better candidate since it features both a powerful query lan-
guage and a language to express structural transformations
on hierarchically structured documents. However, its two di-
mensional (page-based) presentation model cannot deal with
complex spatial alignments, and is completely unable to deal
with temporal scheduling. DSSSL does not offer a standard-
ized mechanism to combine several style sheets as is done by
CSS1.

3 CONCLUSIONS

Style sheets are already a standard feature of text processing
systems. While some style sheet languages focus on specific
presentation details (e.g. font size), other style sheet lan-
guages such as DSSSL are also able to perform structural
transformations. For hypermedia systems to benefit from
the use of style sheets, hypermedia documents should en-
code the logical structure of the presentation while a separate
hypermedia style sheet defines the mapping from the doc-
ument structure to a final presentation format. The expres-
sive power of current style sheet languages is insufficient to
encode the temporal and structural characteristics of hyper-
media documents and so we propose a list of features which
need to be included in such a language.
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